Abstract.
Introduction
In the last twenty years the subject of measurable multifunctions has been developed extensively and has found important applications in various fields, like mathematical economics, optimal control and optimization.
In this paper we study weakly convergent sequences of Banach space valued multifunctions.
The notion of weak convergence of multifunctions was first introduced by Artstein [1] for R"-valued multifunctions and later extended to multifunctions with values in a separable reflexive Banach space by this author [13, section 4] . Here we improve the results of [13] and obtain new ones. First we derive various alternative characterizations of this type of set convergence. Then we present a completeness result, two Dunford-Pettis type compactness theorems and we also show that the set valued conditional expectation is weakly continuous. Finally we present an application from control theory. Some of the above results extend earlier ones by the author, as we will explain in detail in the sequel. See Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 in [13] and Theorem 4.1 in [14] .
Let (Q, Z, ju) be a complete, finite measure space and X a separable Banach space. We will be using the following notations: Pj-.AX) = {A Ç X: nonempty, closed, (convex)} and P{w)k(C){X) -{AC X: nonempty, (u>-)compact, (convex)}.
A multifunction (set valued functions) F : Q -» PAX), is said to be measurable, if for all z e X, to -> d(z, F(a>)) = inf{||z -x\\: x e F(co)} is measurable. By SF we will denote the set of all Bochner integrable selectors of F(-) ; i.e., SF = {/ e L\X): f(a>) e F(co)ß-a.e.}. It is easy to see using Aumann's selection theorem (see Wagner [20] ), that SF is nonempty if and only if co -* inf{||x|| : x e F (to)} belongs in Ll+ . A multifunction F(-) is said to be "integrably bounded," if it is measurable and a> -+ {\\x\\ : x 6 F(co)} belongs in L+ . Clearly for such a multifunction SF is nonempty. Using SF we can define a set valued integral for F(-), by setting /n F(co) dfi(co) = {fa f(a>) dfi(co) : f e
For A e 2X\{0}, we define the function aA: X* -> R = R u {+c»} by aA{x*) = sup{(x*, x) : x e A}. This is known as the "support function" of the set A . A multifunction M : X -> />u,fcc(Ar) is said to be a "multimeasure" (set valued measure), if for all x* e X*, A -► ^^ji-x:*) is a signed measure.
Finally the set valued conditional expectation of a measurable multifunction F: Q -> />y(f)(A') with respect to a sub-cr-field Z0 of E, is defined to be the measurable multifunction E °F: Q -> ^..(A") such that S^in,, = FZ°SF , the closure taken in L (A"). If F(-) is integrably bounded, then clearly so is y E °F(-). For details we refer to Hiai-Umegaki [9] .
Weak convergence
In [1] , Artstein extended the notion of weak convergence for L -functions to Revalued multifunctions. Artstein's work was extended by this author [13] to multifunctions with values in a separable, reflexive Banach space. Here we strengthen the results of [ 13] and present new ones.
Recall that by the Dinculeanu-Foias theorem (see Ionescu-Tulcea [10] ), we have that LX{X)* = L°°{X\). If Fn , F: Q -> Pfc(X) are integrably bounded multifunctions, then we say that the Fn 's converge weakly to F, denoted bŷ -F, if for all x*(-)eL°°(X\), Proof.
Necessity. First note that since Fn, F are measurable we can find measurable functions {f"}m>x and {fm}m>i from Q, into X suchthat .Fn(<u) = {-/TMWi and *» = {/m(^)}m>, ."See Wagner [20] . So^ <^(cu)(z*) = suPm>i(z*'/nm(&;)) and w ~* a/Wz*) = suPm>i(z* >/*"(<*>)) are measurable and also integrable since Fn , F are integrably bounded. Now let x*(-) = XA{-)z* with A G S. Then we have /' aF (Az*)dju(co) = ¡ncrF (Ax*(co))dfi(co) Another characterization of the weak convergence is provided by the next theorem. This theorem was first proved by the author in [13, theorem 4.1] , under the additional hypotheses that ft(-) is nonatomic, X is reflexive, and |F"(o>)| = sup{||x||: x e Fn(co)}, \F(co)\ = sup{||x||: x e F(co)} < A(o))/i-a.e. with /,(•) g L+ . Here we drop all these extra hypotheses. faL(x*)(co)dp(oe).
Proof.
Necessity. Note that Ln(x*)(to), L(x*)(to) G Pkc(R) ■ Also if \Jn Vi¡m>\ ' li w/m>l are measurable functions from Q into .Y suchthat F"(<ü) = {f? (<*>)} m>\ and
Ln(x*)(co) = {(x*(co),C(to))}m>{ and L(x*)(<y) = {(x*(a>), /m(w))}m>1 , which shows that Ln(x*)(-), L(x*)(-) are measurable and moreover integrably bounded for all x*(-) G ^(X^.). Let
. But recall (see for example Artstein [1] and Papageorgiou [15] ) that $ao{p)Ln(x>)( (11)
and ¡Çïa(p)L{x.)dfi(to) = err ¿(x«)(p)-Since /? G R was arbitrary, corollaries P4A and 3A of Salinetti-Wets [18] , tell us that ¡nLn(x*)(to)dfi(to) -f nL(x*)(to)dfl(to).
Sufficiency. Note that fa p. a FJw)(x* (to)) d/u(to) = ín^Lr¡{x'){w)(P)dli (co) and ¡Q p. crF(w)(x*(co))dfi(ù)) = fno(p)L{x.){w)dfi(to), while j^iP)^')^^) -+ JaeL{x*m(P)dti(a>).
Take /? = 1 . Then the sufficiency part follows. Q.E.D.
Weak completeness
We will say that a sequence {Fn}n>i and /^(Z)-valued integrably bounded multifunctions is "weakly Cauchy" if and only if for all x*(-) G L°°(X*r),
is Cauchy in L1 . The next result shows that under certain hypotheses, a weakly Cauchy sequence converges to an integrably bounded multifunction with the same kind of values. (where m(X*, X) denotes the Mackey topology on X* for the pair (X*, X)). Thus for every A G Z, there exists M(A) e Pwkc(X) such that <j>(A, z*) = aM(A)(z*} ■ ^Tom Nikodym's theorem, we know that A -► cj)(A, z*) = aM,AAz*) is a signed measure; thus M(-) is a multimeasure. Invoking Theorem 3 of Costé [3] , we get that there exists F: Q, -► Pwkc(X) integrably bounded such that M (A) = JA F(to)dfi(to). So, for all A G Z and z* G X*, JA aF ,Az*)dfi(to) -► Sa °>(cu)(z*)^/|(fc)) and tn's by Theorem 2.1 tells us that Fn -^ F . Q.E.D.
Weak compactness results of the Dunford-Pettis type
In this section we present two "weak compactness" results of the DunfordPettis type for FU)A.c(A')-valued multifunctions.
From Corollary 8 of Diestel-Uhl [6, p. 198 ] , we know that if X is separable, then X* has the RNP if and only if it is separable. Theorem 4.1. If both X and X* have the RNP, Fn : il -» Pwkc(X) are measurable multifunctions such that Fn(to) ç W(to) fi-a.e. with W: Q -* Pwkc(X) integrably bounded, then there exists a measurable multifunction F: Q -» Pwkc(X) with F(to) ç W(to) fi-a.e. and a subsequence {Fn }k>{ of {Fn}n>i such that Proof. As before we can assume without loss of generality that W(-) has symmetric values. Let D*Q be a countable dense subset of X* and let D* be the countable dense subset of X* obtained from D*Q by taking rational linear combinations of its elements; i.e., D* -{J2"k=\^kz*k: n ^ 1 > ^k = rational, z*k G £>g}. Enumerate the elements of D*, i.e., D* = {z*m}m>i ■ By the classical Dunford-Pettis compactness criterion, we know that {oF (.)(^*)}">1 is relatively sequentially w;-compact in L . So by passing to a subsequence (denoted for notational simplicity by the same index as the initial sequence), we get, for all A g Z, fAoF ..(z*)dß(to) = açh"(z*x) -* <j)(A, z*). A new application of the Dunford-Pettis theorem gives us a further subsequence (again denoted by the same index) such that JA aF (Az*2)dfi(to) = or F (z*2) -► 4>(A, z*2). We " Ja "
continue this way deriving sub-sub-subsequences. Then by a standard diagonal process, we get a final subsequence of the original sequence such that, for all z* eD\ $AoF,Az*)dfi(to) = oc F (z*)-+(/>(A, z*).
* Ja "
Note that because of the sublinearity of the support function and since JA W is symmetric, we have for any z*, z* G D* : \a t F (z*) -a ç F (z*')| < Ja " Ja " a r w(z* -z*'). Passing to the limit as n -> oo, we get \<f>(A, z*)-(f>(A, z*')\ < Ja or w(z* -z*') < \JAW\-\\z* -z*'\\. From this inequality we deduce that 4>(A, •) is uniformly strongly continuous on D*, which is strongly dense in X*. So there exists a unique uniformly strongly continuous extension 4> ( Nikodym's theorem we deduce that A -> cj^Jz*) is a signed measure, which implies that M(-) is a multimeasure. Apply Theorem 3 of Costé [3] , to get F: Q -► Pwkc(X) integrably bounded such that F (to) ç W(to) /z-a.e. and M (A) = JAF(to)dß(to) for all /l G Z. Then for every (A, z*) G Ixl', we have err (z*) = ¡AaF ,Az*)dfi(to) -* rjr (z*) = $AoF,Az*)dß(to) =► fff (.)(z*) -* °>(.)(z*) in l'(R) and so by Theorem 2.1, we finally have Fn ^* f! q.e.d.
By strengthening our boundedness hypothesis on {Fn}n>x we can drop the RNP-hypothesis on X* (or equivalently the separability hypothesis on X*). This theorem was actually proved in [14,Theorem 4.1], without using the notion of weak convergence as is defined here. Here we state the conclusion of the theorem using the notion of weak convergence introduced in this paper and we also present a second proof, which in fact shows that theorem 4.2 (and so theorem 4.1 of [14] too), is a special case of theorem 4.1. Choose z* g D* such that aw(z*' -z*) < e/4{i(A). This is possible since D* is m-dense in X* and ow(-) is w-continuous (because W g Pwkc(X)). Also let «0 > 1 be such that, for n > n0, \or F (z*)-aMi^A)(z*)\ < e/2. Thus finally for n > n0 we have \ar F (z*) -oM{A){z*)\ < e => err f (z*) -» oM(A)(z*) as Ja n Ja n n -» oo for all (^,z*)eïxl*. Hence by Nikodym's theorem cr^.jiz*) is a signed measure, thus M(-) is a multimeasure. Now apply the set valued RadonNikodym theorem of Godet-Thobie [8] , to get F: Q -> Pwkc(X) integrably bounded such that F (to) ç W /i-a.e. and M (A) = fA F(to) d fi(to). Then for all (A, z*) G S x X* , we have ¡A oF {Az*) dfi(to) = o r F (z*) -» <7r F (z*) -► n JAn Ja or F(z*) = fA oF{w)(z*)dß(to), which by Theorem 2.1 implies that Fn -^ F .
Second proof. As we already said, we may assume that W7 is absolutely convex (i.e., symmetric) and weakly compact. Then from a result of Davis Remark. We could have used this approach in the proof of Theorem 4.1. But then we would have to deal with a parameterized family of separable reflexive Banach spaces and this does not simplify the proof.
Set valued conditional expectation
Our next result shows that the set valued conditional expectation is continuous with respect to the weak convergence. An analogous result was proved earlier by the author [13, Theorem 4.3] , but under stronger hypotheses. Namely there X was separable, reflexive and for \Fn(co)\ -sup{||x||: x G Fn(co)} and |F(eo)| = sup{||x||: x G F(co)}, we had \Fn(co)\, \F(co)\ < h(co) fi-a.e. with h(-) G L+ . As we will see, here we weaken considerably these hypotheses. The notion of set valued conditional expectation turned out to be useful in the study of generalized information systems (see deKorvin-Kleyle [11] ), in optimization and optimal control (see Bismut [2] ), and in mathematical economics (see Papageorgiou [16] ). Proof. Note that since X* is separable it has the RNP and so by Theorem 1, [6, p. 98], L°°(Z0, X*) = [¿'izo, X)]\ Let **(•) GL°°(Z0, X*). Then from Thibault [19] , we know that / oF,w)(x*(to))dßi{(o)= / FIocr (x* (co)) d fi(co).
in " in
Also from Lemma 2.1 of [17] , we have that E °oF ,.(x*(co)) = er£i0/r {0})(x*(co)) fi-a.e. Thus we have ¡QoFJw)(x*(co)) dß(co) -^o^^^x*(to)) dß(co). Sim-ilarly ¡aoF{ot)(x*(co))dn(co) = ¡a oEz0F(a})(x*(to))dfi(to). Since F""fwe have
Ja " in / CT£I0F11,afl(Jr*(£a))rf//(íü)-> / *Jj*W(**(«»))«'Mû>)
=> F % -► F "? as « -» oo.
Q.E.D.
6. An example
In this section we use the theory of weak convergence of multifunctions to study the dependence of the attainable (reachable) set R(t) of an infinite dimensional linear control system on the control constraint set.
Let T = [0, b], X a separable Banach space (modeling the state space) and Y another separable Banach space (modeling the control space). The control system under consideration is the following:
Here {A(t)}ieT is a family of generally unbounded linear operators defined on D(A(t)) = D ç X and generating an evolution operator S: {(t, s): 0 < s < t < b) ->S?(X), which is compact for t-s>0.
Also B e L°°(T, 5f(Y, X)).
By a solution of (*), we understand a mild solution xu(-) G C(T, X); i.e., xu(t) = S(t, 0)x0 + /Ó S(t, s)B(s)u(s) ds for some u(-) G S¡j .
Let Un, U: T -► Pfc(Y) be measurable multifunctions such that \Un(t)\ = sup{||w||: u G Un(t)} and \U(t)\ = sup{||w||: u G U(t)} are both less or equal to 4>(t) a.e. where </>(•) g Ll+ . We define Rn(t) = {xu(t): xu(-) is a mild solution of (*) with u(-) G Si, } and R(t) = {x (t): x (•) is a mild solution of (*) with n u(-) G 5^} ; i.e., these are the attainable sets of (*) with admissible controls in Su and Sv respectively. Let h(-, •) denote the Hausdorff metric on Pkc(X).
have that {oR (í)(-)> <?/{(,)(•) > °>(/)(')}n>i are sequentially u>*-continuous. Let 5* = {z* G X*: ||z*|| < 1} (the closed unit ball in X*). This with the relative u;*-topology is a compact, metrizable space. For z*, z* g 5* we have Kn(,)(z*) -^"(o^*')! ^ av«)(z* -z*') for all n > 1 => {og^j(•)}">, is an equicontinuous subset of C(Z?* u,.). Also it is clearly bounded. Hence applying the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we deduce that by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that {oR (i)(-)}">i converges uniformly on B*.
On the other hand note that for every z* g X* we have: oRn(t)(z*) = (S(t, 0)x0, z*) + j oUn(s)(B'(s)S(t, s)*z')ds and oR{l)(z*) = (S(t, 0)x0, z*) + /"' oU(s)(B*(s)S(t, s)*z*)ds, teT.
Since Un ™ C/, we have ^"(z*) -» ffÄ(0(z*) => <\(/)(-) -» **(,)(•) uniformly on B* => Rn(t) -^ R(t) for all teT.
Remark. If t/n(i) = {un(t)}n > 1 and C/(/) = {u(t)}, then the above theorem tells us that the trajectories vary continuously with weakly convergent controls; i.e., u -^ u =>■ x (t) ^* x (t). In fact it is easy to check that the convergence n is uniform in teT; i.e., xu (•) -£> xu(-) in C(F, X).
